
the intersection of fire and humanity, 
soil and humanity, water and humanity

–  Second  Issue: 

     “In and Around The Six Ancient Kilns”

Journey. One thousand years.
The Six Ancient Kilns
the intersection of fire and humanity, 
soil and humanity, water and humanity

The relationship between the Japanese and 
pottery dates back to the Jomon period where 
it was used for necessities such as preserving 
food, cooking, and rituals. Not only did it 
help build a civilization, it also surpassed 
conventional uses and enriched the culture of 
Japan in many ways. 

Of all the ancient pottery sites of Japan, the 
“Six Ancient Kilns” (pronounced “nihon 
rokkoyo” in Japanese) refers collectively 
to the six representative production areas 
(Echizen, Seto, Tokoname, Shigaraki, 
Tamba, Bizen) whose pottery production has 
continued from medieval Japan (1185-1603) 
to the present day.

They were named by renowned ceramics 
scholar, Koyama Fujio around 1948 and were 
certified as official Japanese Heritage sites in 
spring 2017. 
To mark this occasion, the six cities created 
a Japanese Heritage Promotion Council 
with the view of revisiting the technology 
and cultures that were born in each of these 
production areas over the last thousand 
years. It will be an opportunity to delve into 
the wonders of the Six Ancient Kilns from a 
new perspective. 

“Journey. One thousand years. The Six 
Ancient Kilns,” a project instated to re-
examine fundamental human behavior, the 
relationship between nature and humanity, 
and the roots of making and creativity, 
through the lens of pottery. 
The hope is to examine “the intersection of 
fire and humanity, soil and humanity, water 
and humanity,” which each of the six areas 
has cultivated over the last 1000 years, and 
to inspire us to imagine a future 1000 years 
from today.

Journey. One thousand years. 
The Six Ancient Kilns
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The Six Ancient Kilns - Its Time and Place

The first part of this magazine is entitled 
Learning About The Six Ancient Kilns 
and was published in Japanese in 2017. It 
introduced the history and characteristics 
of the Six Ancient Kilns. This second part 
is entitled In and Around The Six Ancient 
Kilns and will touch on the charm of each 
of the six cities and towns. We will visit each 
production area to take in their particular 
atmospheres and landscapes, as well as listen 
to the words of the creators and supporters. 
I hope that this magazine will be a chance 
for you to experience the charm of the Six 
Ancient Kilns and Japanese pottery.

1   Echizen, Fukui [Echizen ware]

In ancient Echizen times, the Echizen crab 
and Echizen uni (urchin) were celebrated 
nationally for their delicious flavors. And as 
Echizen Cape itself was famous as a symbolic 
“signpost” within the sea routes of the Sea of 
Japan, Echizen town was therefore selected 
as a city full of possibilities for the future. (An 
excerpt from The History of Echizen Town). 

2   Tamba Sasayama, Hyogo [Tamba ware]

The name “Sasayama” comes from 
“Sasayama Castle” which was built in 1609 
by the order of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the ruler of 
the feudal government at the time.
The fog “Tambagiri” that covers the Tamba 
area from autumn to winter is said to have 
a positive effect on the region's agricultural 
produce.The area is also home to the famous 
minyo (folksong) “Dekanshobushi.”

3   Seto, Aichi [Seto ware]

There are two theories behind the origins 
of the name “Seto.” The first is that it was 
originally written using the character for 
“back door,” which are also pronounced as 
“seto,” as the land passage is narrow, with 
valleys facing each other back to back. 
The other theory is that the word “Sueto” 
(meaning pottery) turned into “Seto.” Seto 
is surrounded by small mountains with an 
altitude of 100 to 300 meters and a moderate 
climate.

4   Tokoname, Aichi [Tokoname ware]

Tokoname is located in the western part of 
the Chita Peninsula, surrounded by Ise Bay 
on the west and Mikawa Bay on the east. The 
area’s name is said to come from its characters 
“toko,” which stands for “floor” or “ground,” 
and “name,” which stands for “smooth.” Its 
Chubu International Airport connects the 
region both nationally and internationally, 
and there are many tourist attractions on 
land and sea. Tokoname city has a mild 
climate.

5   Koka, Shiga [Shigaraki ware]

Located in the southeastern part of Shiga 
Prefecture, this is a regional transportation 
hub that connects the Kinki and Chubu 
areas. In the old days, Koka was written as 
“Kafuka” and “Koka,” both of which are 
called “Kafuka.” Shigaraki is written as 
“Shigaraki” in the Shoshoin Document. It is 
also the birthplace of the Koka ninja.

6   Bizen, Okayama [Bizen ware]

Bizen town originated in 1951 (Showa 26) 
when Inbe Town and Katakami Town 
merged and was renamed Bizen Town. In 
modern times, the Mitsuishi and Katakami 
districts were one of the nation’s leading 
producers of refractory bricks. It is home to 
the world’s oldest public school, Shizutani 
School.
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The Six Ancient Kilns
- Its Time and Place - 
Echizen

About two and a half hours via Sabae, 
Echizen is the production area of Japan's 
Horuriku region, facing the Sea of Japan. 
It's unique characteristic within the six 
production areas of Japan is that it is a snowy 
region facing the Sea of   Japan. In addition 
to this, people, technology, and culture from 
the continent have made their way into the 
area since the Kofun period (250-538). It 
is also home to the Tsurugi shrine, which is 
said to be the origins of Shinbutsu-shugo, the 
blending of Shinto and Buddhism. The area 
also has multiple Sue ware kiln sites scattered 
around the area.       
We immediately warmed ourselves up 
by taking a dip in the hot springs, whilst 
watching the white waves of the Sea of   Japan. 
Then we visited the Echizen crab museum 
and the Echizen town Ota Historical 
Materials Museum and took a stroll around 
the Tsurugi shrine. As I immersed myself 
in the thoughts of the craftsmen, who were 
guided by the depth of the culture, history, 
and faith of this area, I found myself lost in 
thought over what it was to create pottery 
here."

1   Echizen Onsen Outdoor Bath “Nihonkai”

Opening hours: 7:00 - 21:00
Closed: Thursdays (During the summer 
holidays and from November to the end 
of February, closed on the 1st and 3rd 
Thursdays of the month).

As the bathhouse is open first thing in the 
morning, begin the day with a refreshing 
bath and wash away any fatigue from driving!
 
The outdoor bath “Nihonkai” is located 
along the coastline of the Sea of   Japan at the 
southwest end of Echizen-cho. As the name 
suggests, it is a hot spring with a superb view 
of the Sea of   Japan, where you can relax and 
enjoy the view. I enjoyed a hot bath while 
imagining how, long ago, people traveled 
across the seas from places like Korea and the 
continent to this place, and then from this 
coast, crossed the mountains to head inland.

2   Echizen Crab Museum

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00
Closed: Tuesdays (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Tuesday) 
*However, open every day during the 
summer holidays. From November to March, 
closed on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the 
month. 

Seafood Market Restaurant (2nd Floor)
Opening hours:  10:30 - 17:00 *Closed: same 
days as the museum.

One of Echizen’s local specialties, a museum 
dedicated to the Echizen crab, located north 
along the coastline from the open-air bath 
“Nihonkai”.

The building itself is shaped like a crab!  

The exhibits inside are rich in content - 
they explore Echizen’s culture and history 
through the lens of the Echizen crab. The 
atrium space had a magnificent giant 
diorama illustrating the lifestyles of local 
fishermen as well as the crabs found deep in 
their seabeds.  

3   Tsurugi Shrine

Tsurugi Shrine is located in the center of the 
Niu Mountains in western Fukui Prefecture. 
As the “second” shrine of Echizen since 
the Nara period, it has continued to be an 
important place within the region, along 
with Kehi Shrine, the “first” shrine. In the 
precincts, one finds the main shrine and 
worship hall of the Tsurugi shrine as well as 
other shrines such as the Oda Shrine and the 
Sarutahiko Shrine.
Recent research has led to discoveries of 
traces of Japan’s oldest Jingu-ji temple 
(Buddhist temple within a Shinto shrine) in 

the compound, making it an important place 
for the exploration of the ideology behind 
shinbutsu shugo, the syncretism of Shinto 
and Buddhist religion in Japan.
A simple way to explain shinbutsu shugo, 
the syncretism of Shinto and Buddhist 
religion, or simply Shinto Buddhism, is the 
way of thinking that is reflected in the fact 
that both home shrines dedicated Shinto 
gods and Buddhist altars can be found in 
Japanese houses. One could say that, because 
Echizen continuously experienced  cultural 
influences from the continent and Korea, 
as well as Japan’s central government, it has 
found a way to nurture harmony between 
these very different cultures.

4   Home-made dishes “ Jinbei”

Opening hours: 10:00 - 18:00

A local restaurant where you can enjoy a 
variety of side dishes made by local mothers, 
buffet - style (lunchtime only).
Found right in front of Tsurugi Shrine. 
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Soba Restaurant 
"Daikonya"

Look for the deep-blue noren (entranceway 
curtain)!
Everything is homemade using seasonal 
ingredients - from all sorts of nimono (stews) 
to tempura, fried foods, kimchi, pickles, and 
curry. A relaxing place that feels like home. 
It’s so comfortable that you may eat just a 
little too much!

5   Fukui Prefectural Pottery Museum

Opening hours : 9:00 - 17:00 (last entry 
16:30)
Closed: Monday (excluding national 
holidays), the day following a national 
holiday (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and 
national holidays), New Year’s holidays

Located in Echizen pottery village, the Fukui 
Prefectural Pottery Museum displays old 
pottery to the present day pieces by age. On 
the second floor, there is a life-size model 
reconstrution (with cross sections) of an 
anagama that was said to have been used in 
the Kamakura period. It introduces how 
earthenware pots and jars were installed, 
as well as the techniques used for firing and 
cooling. It’s a valuable display that allows you 
to see the inside of the kiln, something which 
is hard to understand or imagine unless it’s 
seen.
As the diameter gradually narrowed-down 
towards the bottom of the kiln, small pots 
were placed to fill the space.
In the experience/demonstration corner, 
there is an oversized pot on display.

One cannot speak of Echizen without 
mention of its famous  “Oroshisoba.” One 
can’t get enough of the spicy flavor of grated 
radish and the texture of buckwheat. Some 
call it the “soul food” of the Hokuriku region. 
Eat it at noon or with a dinner-time drink. 
When visiting Echizen Pottery Village, 
I highly recommend stopping by its soba 
restaurant “Daikonya.”

6   Echizen Pottery Festival / Pottery Festa

The festival will be held at Echizen Ceramics 
Village in May and October 2019. Visit the 
website for details.
Around 60 Echizen ware potters will open 
shop at the Echizen Pottery Festival in May. 
During the festival, works can be purchased 
at a 20 -30% discount. Some creators sell 
their works first-hand. You can enjoy talking 
to actual creators when searching for your 
favorite piece.
For the Fall Pottery Festival in October, 
potters and artists gather from outside 
the prefecture as well. But if you want to 
purchase pottery and ceramics outside the 
festival season, be sure to visit “Echizen Yaki 
no Yakata,” located near the Pottery Village.

7   Echizen Town Ota Historical Material 
Museum

Opening hours: 10:00 - 18:00 ( last entry 
17:30)

Closed: Mondays (excluding national 
holidays), days following national holidays 
(excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and 
holidays), New Year’s holidays.
Ota Historical Materials Museum is located 
on the north side of the Tsurugi Shrine. In 
the permanent exhibition, the history and 
cultural assets of each of the four districts 
that make up Echizen town (Asahi, Miyazaki, 
Echizen, Ota) are introduced whilst touching 
upon the history of Echizen ware and the 
changes in faith that took place in Echizen. If 
you visit this place before the Tsurugu Shrine 
or looking at Echizen ware, you will see these 
things in a very different light.
One of the six national treasures of Fukui 
Prefecture, this Buddhist temple bell has 
an inscription that dates back to the year 
770, and is said to have been offered to the 
49th emperor, Emperor Konin. It was later 
entrusted to the Ota Historical Materials 
Museum.
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The Six Ancient Kilns
- Its Time and Place - 
Seto

Seto is a major production area about 40 
minutes by train from the center of Nagoya. 
The term “setomono,” which is used as 
a generic word to describe ceramics in 
Japanese, originates from this city. The rare 
soil used in Seto ware, which has a white 
finish when fired, is still mined in the area, 
and a wide range of pottery is produced in the 
area, from tableware by artists and potters, 
to fine ceramics handled by companies. We 
visited the ruins in the forest of what was a 
primary Seto kiln that was used until the war. 
It was over 30 meters in length. The visit was 
followed by a visit to the Setogura Museum, 
where in finding out about the history and 
process of pottery-making, I could feel the 
momentum felt in Seto at that time and 
imagined the breath of the craftsmen who 
were fascinated by the soil in Seto. At the 
end of the day, I checked into the guest house 
Masukichi, where I was able to wind down 
and look back over my day.

1   Kamagaki-no-Komichi Path

Library: 10:00 - 15:00 (Closed on 
Wednesdays / any days following National 
holidays)
Gallery: 10:00 - 16:00 (only open during 
special exhibitions)
A walking path with fences and stone 
walls made of stacked kiln tools originally 
used in Seto. It is said that there used to be 
other major streets that were used to carry 
ceramics. The pathway re-uses well-used 
ceramic items such as engoro (saggar) to 
protect vessels from ashes, ebuda (shelf 
board) which were placed in kilns so as not to 
waste any space, and tsuku (pillar). 

2   Horahongyogama (Setohongyogama)

One of Seto’s main pottery workshops, 
which has been around for 250 years. From 
the encounter between the sixth-generation 
leader and Yanagi Soetsu, to the eighth 
generation, we have been exploring the way 
of Seto ware as folk ware. In the mountains 
behind the factory site, there are the ruins of 
a huge climbing kiln called “Okuboragama,” 
which was used during the war.
You can watch a video of how the kiln was 
fired at the time, at the Setogura Museum. 
We watched how the bakers tossed firewood 
into the firing chamber, which measured 
over 8 meters wide, in a controlled manner 
through furnace openings found on both 
sides. 

3   Eel restaurant Tashiro

Opening hours: 11:30 - 14:00 (closed when 
sold out)
Closed: Mondays
This famous eel store is on Fukagawa Shrine’s 
Omotesando street. Pass through the Ginza 
shopping street and onto Omotesando street 

to find it. The eels are roasted outside, so you 
won’t miss the delicious smell. It gets busy at 
noon, when people start lining up, so it's best 
to be there early.

4   Aichi Prefectural Ceramic Museum

Opening hours: 9:30 - 16:30 (last entry 
16:00)
*From July 1st to September 30th: 9:30 - 
17:00 (last entry 16:30)
Closed: Mondays (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Monday), New 
Year’s holidays.

Introducing and connecting ceramic culture 
from Aichi to the rest of Japan and the world.

As is expected from the largest production 
area of the Six Ancient Kiln, there are a 
variety of cultural facilities related to all 
kinds of pottery.

5   Setogura Museum

Opening hours: 9:00 - 18:00 (last entry 
17:30)
Closed: New Year’s holidays, once a month 
(please inquire for monthly closures)
We foster potters and glass artisans.

6   Seto Ceramics and Glass Art Center

Opening hours: 10:00 - 18:00 (last entry 
17:30)
Closed: Tuesdays (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Tuesday), New 
Year’s holidays.

While looking back on the history of Seto 
ware from the Kofun period, this place 
introduces the modern Moro (ceramics 
workshop) using models and actual tools in 
detail.
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7   Guest House Masukichi

Opening hours: 16:00 - 22:00 (Fridays, 
Saturdays, Sundays)
*Please refer to the website for reservations 
and prices.
After graduating from university, Shintaro 
Minami opened this guest house in hope of 
“relaying the charm of Seto” by renovating 
the old private house of the kiln master 
Kawamoto Masukichi, who was active from 
the end of the Edo period to the Meiji era. 
There are also writers and designers' editing 
rooms to create and disseminate regional 
media.
As one would imagine, guests who stay here 
are all kinds of active creators in Seto, and 
they all mingle in the living room on the first 
f loor. It's an open-minded, friendly place.

8   Sakusuke

Akazu is the production area for the 
traditional craft Akazu ware. The Akazu tiles 
baked in this area, where numerous potters 
are gathered, create the unique townscape 
of Seto, a view that is particular to this still 
active pottery production area. Akazu tiles 
are also used for the Sakusuke workshop 
building, a pottery house that has been in 
operation for over 150 years. “A production 
area where pottery is part of the landscape. It 
tells of the once deeply colorful landscapes of 
Seto,” says Mr. Kato Keishi of Sakusuke.
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The Six Ancient Kilns
- Its Time and Place - 
Tokoname

I traveled approximately thirty minutes 
from Nagoya Station to the production area 
of Tokoname-ware, found right the front of 
the Chubu International Airport and blessed 
with the sea of the Chita Peninsula.  Ten 
thousand years ago, Tokai Lake covered the 
entire Chita Peninsula. The “high quality 
soil” that accumulated at the bottom of the 
lake, is the raw material that is used in today’s 
pottery. Even prior to the Six Ancient Kilns, 
there was a kiln that surpassed more than 
three thousand on this land. It has always 
been a place where pottery and life are 
intertwined. On this trip, we not only visited 
cultural facilities that specialize in ceramics, 
ancient kilns, and touched on Tokoname 
ware, we also tasted the rich natural produce 
of the Chita Peninsula through its seafood 
and brewing culture.

1   Kagoike old Kilns

Tokoname was a major production area 
during medieval Japan. The ancient kiln 
ruins in the area that have been preserved, 
give off a feel for the scale of production at 
that time. A wood-fired kiln that used the 
slope of the mountain, looks like a large piece 
of pottery in itself, with only the soil that 
burned and solidified remaining.

The kiln looks a bit like two nose holes, but 
the structure that divides the two holes is 
called a “split pillar.” In order to raise the 
temperature of the entire kiln, it is designed 
so that the flames disperse toward the firing 
chamber.

2   Cera Mall

There are 11 shops specialized in pottery on 
the premise!
A shopping mall where local Tokoname-ware 
wholesale dealers are gathered. Tokoname is 
well-known for its unglazed reddish-brown 
teapots, but you can find various other kinds 
of pottery here. If you want to see works 
by contemporary pottery artists, go to the 
teapot and bowl shop “Isobe.” The store 
owner will be happy to give you advice.

3   Pottery Footpath

Tokoname is also famous for the clay pipes 
that they produced and were needed across 
the country for modern city development! 
These pipes have been installed in a tight-
knit pattern onto the walls of this footpath, 
offering scenery that is unique to Tokoname.
This pottery footpath area offers intricate 
alleyways where brick chimneys from various 
pottery houses are lined up in rows. The 
reason why some walls are painted black, is 
to protect houses from the fumes that come 
from firing lime, as well as the salty sea 
breeze.

4   TSUNE ZUNE

Opening hours: 11:00 - 17:30
Closed: Tuesdays and Wednesdays 

After your walk, take a break at cafe 
“TSUNE ZUNE,” a renovated bonsai 
pottery warehouse. Here, your tea is served 
in Tokoname ware teapots and bowls, so you 
may even discover your favorite pottery artist 
here.
Seasonal cakes baked with local ingredients 
are also delicious!
While picturing using this teapot at home 
everyday…

5   INAX MUSEUMS

Opening hours: 10:00 - 17:00 (last entry 
16:30)
Closed: Wednesdays (unless Wednesday is a 
public holiday), New Year’s holidays

At INAX MUSEUMS, which is run by 

LIXIL, they offer classes where you can 
make “Shiny clay balls.” This is a workshop 
whereby you get to polish a piece of clay 
used for pottery until it shines. A simple 
but effective workshop, in which even 
adults can enjoy the pleasure of feeling soil 
in their hands.

On the second floor of the venue, which is 
called the “INAX CLAY WORKS” (great 
name!), there is an enormous archive of all 
things soil -related. There is plenty to do all 
day. 

6   Kikuhiro

Opening hours: 17:00 - 22:00
Closed: Thursdays 
If you want to eat seafood from the Chita 
Peninsula, head to Kikuhiro, near the fishing 
port.
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7   Sawata Shuzou

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00
Closed: Saturdays, Sundays, and national 
holidays

The Chita peninsula is not only known for 
its pottery, but also its Brewing culture. At 
the “Aki No Kura Festival” held in a local 
brewery every fall, you can enjoy a taste 
comparison of Japanese sakes and a variety of 
local fermented foods.

8   Bar & Bistro Kyoueigama

Opening hours
Lunch 11:30 -15:00
L.O. 14:00 (Closed on Tuesdays)
Dinner 17:30 - 01:30
L.O. 00:30(Food), 01:00(Drink)

A renovation of the Kyouei kiln, which 
once made large and small clay pipes, into 
a restaurant with the same name. The 
structure of the kiln, which now houses the 
bar area, has been kept intact. One can sit 
back and enjoy a drink at the end of the day 
whilst looking at the structure and imagining 
those days when the kiln was operating full-
swing.
Coal, which was used to fuel the kiln melted 
at high-temperatures and turn into a natural 
glaze, and is covering within the arches of the 
room. 

9   Tokoname Ceramic Art Institute

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00
Closed: Monday (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Monday), New 
Year’s holidays.
Tokoname Ceramic Art Institute was 
founded with the donation of the late 
Inabata Chozaburo, one of the founders of 
Ina Ceramics Co., Ltd. (later named INAX, 
now called LIXIL) and the first mayor of 
Tokoname. The museum holds exhibitions 
with its collections while nurturing young 
artists in the studio space at the back of the 
building.
If you look carefully at the exterior of the 
building, everything is tiled. The tiles have a 
slight purple gradation.

 10   Tokoname Tounomori Museum

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00  
Closed: Mondays (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Monday), New 
Year’s holidays.
Tokoname Tou no Mori Museum, where 
Tokoname ware production tools and 
products are displayed. Among the jars and 
pots that are lined up, the large pot that 
draws the most attention is taller than most 
people and most admirable.
Depending on what is on display, some things 
you are even invited to touch.
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The Six Ancient Kilns
- Its Time and Place - 
Shigaraki

I visited another home to pottery, located to 
the south of Lake Biwa, about an hour and a 
half by car from Kyoto. In the old days, it was 
a production area that was dedicated to the 
cultural centers of Nara, Kyoto and Osaka, 
and the uniqueness of this place also appears 
in place names such as “Shigaraki” and 
“Chokushi.” Furthermore, four million years 
ago, the entire Shigaraki area was covered 
in an ancient lake that later became Lake 
Biwa in the Shigaraki area, and thanks to the 
sediment that formed at the bottom of the 
Kobiwako stratum, it is still possible to gather 
high-quality soil for pottery. I learned such 
history of Shigaraki ware at the Traditional 
Industry Hall, then visited the pottery 
walking path, took a break at Asamiya tea 
house, and enjoyed wild game cuisine. It was 
a trip where I was able to experience the true 
profoundity of the production area on all 
fronts.

1   Shigaraki Kamamoto Sansakuro Street

*For a more detailed map, please refer to the 
website:
shigaraki-wa.jp/

Various potters are lined up along this small 
walking path, their chimneys forming the 
townscape. Pottery is used everywhere and 
there are various decorative ceramic objects 
as well. It is an area where you can feel just 
how much the pottery industry is rooted in 
the local lives.

2   Shigaraki Fire Festival 

The Shigaraki Fire Festival is held every year 
in July to celebrate the importance of fire, 
earth, and pottery ancestors. A fire is lit on 
a large torch at Shingu Shrine and carried 
over 3 kilometers via the Toki Shrine at the 
top of mount Atago, then heads towards the 
Shigaraki area citizen center.

If you look closely at the shrine’s signboard 
and gateway you will notice that it is all 
pottery!

If you register in advance, you can participate 
from outside the prefecture. About 700 
torches illuminate the city every year.

3   Traditional Crafts Center of Shigaraki

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00
Closed: Thursdays (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Thursday)

The permanent exhibition, which carefully 
introduces the relationship between people 
and pottery from the Jomon period to the 
present day is a must- see!

Shigaraki soil contains iron, so it turns red 

when fired. Also, because the shrinkage rate 
is low when it is fired and the soil is sticky, it 
is said to be easy to mold large vessels.

4   Suenobe Ryouri Uosen. 

Trout from Lake Biwa has a very simple 
flavor. One easily gets hooked on the taste!

For those who want to enjoy both game and 
Shigaraki ware, head to Suenobe ryouri 
Uosen.

5   Marushi Pottery

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00
Closed: 2nd Saturdays and Sundays, national 
holiday, and New Year's holidays

One of the potters in the pottery walking 
Shigaraki Kamamoto Sansakuro Street 
area, Marushi pottery. They accept visitors 
on weekdays. The day I visited, I was able to 

watch a craftsman spin his pottery wheel.

President Imai kindly greeted me in spite 
of my unannounced visit. While guiding 
me around the factory, he said with a smile, 
“When people visit, the craftsmen get 
motivated!” He explained through all the 
basics of pottery-making here, and I came 
to realize that the craftsmen here were very 
conscientious in the way they made their 
products, never fearing spending time and 
effort.

A craftsman molding the inside of a hand-
washing bowl with a special tool.
A huge gas kiln that can fire a lot of large 
items, such as flower vases and furniture in 
one go.

A vase made by NOTA & design design duo 
Kato Keisuke and Kato Kayoko, who design 
pottery-based products in Shigaraki.

An open, scenic area of Shigaraki, where 
the Shigaraki Kohgen Railway runs 
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through fields. Near Chokushi Station, is 
the “NOTA_SHOP,” which stocks NOTA 
& design products, as well as pottery and 
antique tools.

6   Shigaraki Ceramic Cultural Park

Opening hours:  9:30 - 17:00 (last entry 
16:30)
Closed: Mondays (or the following day in the 
case of public holidays), New Year's holidays

Shigaraki Ceramic Cultural Park is situated 
atop a small hill, and houses a collection 
of pottery-related facilities. Creators from 
all over the world visit, and there are also 
workshop facilities and places to stay for 
artists in residence. This is a place that 
works every day towards discovering new 
possibilities for pottery and the advancement 
of pottery.

At the Ceramic Museum, there are 
exhibitions that introduce not only old 
ceramics but also modern and contemporary 
works from various perspectives!

It's nice to walk around the large site at a slow, 
relaxing pace.
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The Six Ancient Kilns
- Its Time and Place - 
Tamba

We headed to Tamba Sasayama, about an 
hour by car from Osaka city area, where there 
are vast open spaces in the valleys between 
mountains. We walked around Kondacho 
area, where many Tamba pottery kilns set up 
their workshops. From the kilns seen along 
the mountain slopes you could see smoke 
rising, informing people that the firing has 
begun. In Shimizu Toshihiko’s studio at the 
Toshihikogama, I encountered a old piece 
of Tamba ware, which was said to have been 
ordered and made during the Edo period. 
I was entranced by its shape and depth of 
color. I studied the origins of Tamba ware at 
the Museum of Ceramic Art,Hyogo and the 
Old Tamba Pottery Museum, and enjoyed 
creative dishes made with local products 
at Miyama's. I experienced the individual 
powers that faced this land and it's soil and 
pottery. At the end of the day, all tiredness 
from the day was washed away by taking a 
hot bath Konda Yakushi Onsen Nukumori 
no Sato.

The taste and ideology of each kiln appears in 
the pottery, such as kasa tokkuri, ukitokkuri, 
and slipwear directly inherited from Bernard 
Leach, who was deeply involved with the folk 
craft movement.

Tamba has vast open spaces along the river. 
It's a pleasant place, even just to drive around 
by car. Along the prefectural road that runs 
from north to south through Kondacho, 
pottery studios and galleries line the road, 
and you can buy ceramics while talking 
directly to the artists.

1   Oldest climbing kiln in Tamba

A brick climbing kiln (also called the “snake 
kiln”), which uses the slope of the mountain 
and kiln technology that has been handed 
down to the Tachikui area. It uses the slope 
of the mountain. It is said to have been made 
in 1895 (Meiji 28) and is the oldest climbing 
kiln that made Tamba ware.

Its total length is about 47 meters. It is 
formed of joined bamboo joints and has nine 
firing chambers that extend along the slope.

2   Toshihikogama

Opening hours: 9:00 - 18:00

I visited the 4th generation Shimizu 
Toshihiko and Shimizu Takeshi's 
Toshihikogama. We were treated to a rare 
sharing of pottery made in Tamba during the 
Edo period, such as a Ebidokkuri (tea pot) 
with the drawing of a shrimp and a Japanese-
leek-shaped tokuri.  From a cross section 
where one of the vessels had been chipped, 
you could see just how fine the quality of the 
soil was at the time. Using what remaining 

ceramics exist as clues, these artisans 
decipher lost technologies and old materials 
that are no longer used. This remarkable 
stance that these creators had felt very 
encouraging and powerful.

An old tool that was said to have been used 
in a kiln. This tool is not used in present day 
kilns. The handle is made of wood, and the 
tip of the handle is metal. “Guessing from the 
shape and material, we think they may have 
been pushing firewood and brushwood into 
the back of the kiln,” says Takeshi.

There is a space to display and sell vessels 
from the Toshihikogama next to the studio. 
It was a pleasant place where living spaces 
and studio spaces, life and pottery were all 
united as one.

3   Restaurant Seasonal Vegitables Miyama

Opening hours: 11: 30 - 13:30, 18:00 - 19:30
Closed: Tuesdays and the 2nd Monday of the 

month

A creative Japanese restaurant that uses 
Tamba ware, where you can taste seasonal 
vegetables and fresh fish from around the 
country. At lunchtime they offer 3 courses 
(starting at 2500 JPY). This is a luxurious 
course where you can enjoy the colors and 
scents of each dish, which brings to life each 
fresh ingredient within the dish.

A calm space where people are invited to 
relax and enjoy a cup of tea (in a Tamba tea 
cup of course!).

4   Konda Yakushi Onsen Nukumori no Sato

Opening hours:  10:00 - 22:00 (last entry 
21:30)
Closed: Tuesdays

A natural hot spring, not only popular to 
locals, but also to people who take day trips 
from the Kyoto, Osaka and Kobe areas. 
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Konda Yakushi Onsen
Nukumori No Sato (bathhouse)

The Museum of Ceramic Art,
Hyogo

There is a bath that uses ceramic tiles made of 
local tamba ware for its bathtub (the “ceramic 
tile bath”) and a floor made of local Tamba 
wares well. There is also a “rock bath” that 
uses Tamba stone. From the spacious outdoor 
bath, you can sit back and enjoy the scenery 
of each of the four seasons. If you’re tired of 
walking, I highly recommend you refresh 
and warm yourself up here. The parking lot 
is large, and the bath house can be enjoyed by 
families.
If you feel hungry after your bath, visit the 
Nukumoritei restaurant found within the 
facility. There is a wide selection of udon, 
soba, and set meals available.

5   Old Tamba Pottery Museum

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00 (last entry 
16:45)
Closed: Mondays (or the following day if a 
national/ transfer holiday falls on a Monday), 
Summer time (Monday to Friday in the 4th 
week of August), New Year's holidays

The Old Tamba Pottery Museum has a 
permanent display of small and large pots, 
sake bottles and teaware from the end of the 
Heian period to the end of the Edo period. 
There is also the “Old Tamba collection" 
consisting of 312 items which have been 
designated as a Tangible Cultural Property. 
Along with the Museum of  Ceramic Art, 
Hyogo and the Tamba Tradittional Craft 
Park (Tachikui Sue no Sato), this is a great 
entry point to the history and culture of 
Tamba ware.
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The Six Ancient Kilns
- Its Time and Place - 
Bizen

Bizen is located between Okayama and 
Himeji and overlooks the Seto Inland Sea. 
Even before the Six Ancient Kilns, the area 
absorbed a variety of cultures from overseas 
via the Seto Inland Sea whilst finessing its 
pottery techniques. 
On this trip, I enjoyed breakfast at the 
UDO cafe in Inbe Station, then visited the 
Ichiyougama and studio where I was able 
to talk to one of the potters, Mr. Kimura 
Hajime . At the Bizen Pottery Museum and 
the Bizenyaki Traditional Industry Hall, we 
learned about the origins and present day of 
Bizen ware, and imagined the past scenery 
of this production area, when sea levels were 
much higher, from the huge old kiln ruins 
(Inbe Minamioogama) at the foot of the 
mountain. I reflected upon people’s lives and 
the local scenery by superimposing the two.

1   UDO

Opening hours: 8:00 - 18:00
Irregular holidays 

A cafe open from 8am in JR Inbe Station. 
Kinoshita Shouten sells coffee beans by 
weight from various production areas 
around the world, and there is a rich menu 
of snacks using local produce and a variety 
of handmade sweets made at the factory. It’s 
a cafe that uses Bizen ware, where drinking 
coffee in a Bizen cup or eating toast on a 
Bizen plate serves as a great gateway to 
experiencing local pottery.

Being able to see incoming trains from the 
window is a real bonus. The specialty is 
homemade ketchup Napolitan with a fried 
egg on top.

2   Inbe Minamioogama

A view of the town from the ruins of the Inbe 
Minamioogama at the foot of the mountains 
near JR Inbe Station. The Large Southern 
Kiln is a climbing kiln with a total length of 
50 meters, which is said to have been built 
at the end of the Muromachi period. The 
whole area is covered with a large amount of 
ceramics as it was a place where failed works 
were thrown away. It is in the middle of the 
mountainside, as, when the kiln was in use, 
sea levels were higher, and I imagine that the 
area was a bay at the time, as it is said that 
pottery was distributed from harbors and 
beaches.

3   Bizen-yaki Dento Sangyo Kaikan (Bizen 
Ware Traditional Industrial Hall)
Okayamaken Bizenyaki Touyuukai 
　A Gallery with exhibits for sale

Opening hours: 9:30 - 17:30
Closed: Tuesday (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Tuesday), New 

Year’s holidays
A traditional industrial hall where more 
than 4,000 pieces of pottery by local pottery 
houses are all on display and sale under one 
roof. It is a great place to learn about Bizen 
artists and pottery houses. The tourist 
information center on the first f loor sells folk 
crafts and special products from the area as 
well as offering tourist information for the 
Bizen area.

4   Bizen Pottery Museum

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00 (last entry 
16:30)
Closed: Mondays (or the following day in the 
case of a public holiday/transfer holiday)

At the Bizen Pottery Museum, you can enjoy 
ancient to contemporary Bizen ware. The 
special exhibition focusing on Bizen’s human 
national treasures is also well worth seeing.

5   Special historic spot Old Shizutani School

Opening hours: 9:00 - 17:00

The world’s oldest public school, founded in 
the early Edo period by the lord of Okayama, 
lord Mitsumasa Ikeda. Roughly 50,000 Bizen 
ware red roof tiles were used, and the view 
has been retained, with no tile breakages, 
even after 350 years. In addition, there was 
a kiln in Shizutani village, which was a kiln 
leading in the firing of these tiles, at the time 
the building was founded.

The fine auditorium with its tiled roof, which 
can be seen just through the school gate, is 
designated as a national treasure. The inside 
of the building can be visited, and there 
are various learning opportunities such as 
seminars for citizens and lectures for local 
students.
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Gomi no Ichi Fish Market
Bizen Pottery Museum

Ichiyougama

Bizen-yaki Dento SangyoKaikan
(Bizen Ware Traditional Industrial Hall)
Okayamaken Bizenyaki Touyuukai
 A Gallery with exhibits for sale

6   Gomi no Ichi Fish Market

Opening hours: 9:00 - 16:00 (closed when 
sold out)
Closed: Tuesday (or the following day if a 
national holiday falls on a Tuesday) 

Hinase Fishing Port market is a 20-minute 
drive from the town of Inbe and its pottery 
studios. It is a bustling market operated by 
a fishery cooperative, where seafood caught 
in the morning is on display, and during 
oyster season, oyster huts go up. There is also 
a BBQ space where you can bring your own 
ingredients and barbeque them.

7   Ichiyougama

Opening hours: 10:00 - 17:00
*Visitors welcome during operating hours

Ichiyougama is right near JR Inbe station, 
along the old Sanyo road. A variety of utensils 
are lined up at the store, which faces the road, 
and behind them are studios, a climbing 
kiln, and stock of raw earth. We visited while 
listening to the story of Ichiyougama and 
Kimura Hajime.

Mr. Kimura's mortars and wine cups.

“Even though the soil in Bizen is good, 
there is always a limit. The same applies to 
firewood. I always think about what I can 
make or can’t make within these limits,” 
Mr. Kimura says. His words made a real 
impression on me because they came from a 
creator who is constantly searching for the 
best way to create ceramics that are in line 
with current lifestyles and culture.
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The Six Ancient Kilns Travel Note —
Tracing the origins of pottery 

Takahashi Koji
 [Product Designer/ The Six Ancient Kilns 
Japan Heritage Creative Director]

“The Six Ancient Kilns weren’t the only 
production areas of medieval Japan, so when 
you’re talking about the pottery of that era, 
you have to look into where the craftsmen 
and the techniques of each production area 
came from and what they were striving 
for.” The potter Koie Akira told me this 
on my first interview with him at Tenjiku, 
Tokoname, one of the production areas of the 
Six Ancient Kilns. Those words still linger in 
my mind.
In the spring of 2017, the Agency of Cultural 
Affairs added the Six Ancient Kilns to the 
Japan Heritage list. I visited the production 
areas countless times for a year since 
assuming the role of creative director, 
meeting various people while deepening 
my understanding of the Six Ancient Kilns. 
It will be my second year this year, and 
considering the meeting with Koie as a point 
of entry, I decided to take a new step forward 
into the examination of the rich relationship 
between soil and humanity as well as fire and 
humanity, which will allow me to grasp the 
framework of the Six Ancient Kilns.

The origins of the Six Ancient Kilns

Koie learned pottery from his father, Koie 
Ryoji, who was also a potter. He began by 
helping him build kilns and trained by his 
side for twenty years. Perhaps his philosophy, 
“a kiln is complete when one masters firing 
pottery,” is influenced by those times. 
Initially drawn to the firing process, he 
focused on the practice at his acquaintance’s 
kiln. From there, he continued to learn 
many other aspects of pottery beyond kilns, 
including how to process and mold clay. A 
turning point came around the time he was 
experiencing repeated failures with the firing 
of the kilns: his acquaintance invited him 
to participate in the excavation research of 
ancient kiln ruins of the medieval period in 
Tokoname. Among the excavated artifacts, 
he found a kiln stand from which he could 
distinctly sense the vestiges of medieval 
craftsmen — the traces of his predecessors 
who have practiced the same craft using just 
their hands in the very land he was born into 
approximately a thousand years ago. After 
this surprising encounter, Koie became 
strongly interested in pottery of the medieval 
period and even older. He said his goals took 
shape through this experience. Afterward, 
in search of the origins of pottery, he crossed 
the ocean to Korea and learned from a master 
potter there, and continues to visit there 
today. 
Two months after my first meeting with 
Koie, I attended his solo exhibition. His 
works displayed at the gallery of the kimono 
fabric store Mizunoya, located in Handa, a 
city neighboring Tokoname, were all well 
made and simply handsome. It seemed 
attention was given to how best utilize the 

unique qualities of Tokoname clay —its 
richness in iron and weak resistance to heat. 
I was impressed by his approach of relying 
solely on the material; how the pottery’s 
shape, expression, size, function, and more 
are all guided by the characteristics of the 
soil. Listening to him talk about Sue pottery 
and medieval Tokoname ware, which have 
influenced his works, I decided that I wanted 
to take my time in the future to learn more 
about the Chinese and Korean pottery, 
which have served as the foundation for the 
establishment of the Six Ancient Kilns. 

An encounter with Sanage kiln

Three weeks after my visit to the solo 
exhibition, the Aichi Prefectural Ceramic 
Museum held the exhibition “Sanage kilns: 
Ancient pottery of Aichi prefecture” on 
June 30th. Sanage kiln refers to a group of 
ancient kiln ruins, which are the remains of 
kilns that were active in the classical (538-

1185) and medieval periods dotted about the 
Sanageyama Seinanroku Koyousekigun (a 
hilly terrain stretching east of the current 
Nagoya city), located in the border of Owari 
and Mikawa provinces of Aichi prefecture. 
Seto and Tokoname of the Six Ancient Kilns 
originate from this very kiln.
Influenced by the glazed ceramics of Tang 
dynasty China, the Sanage kiln produced 
high- quality pottery that was valued by the 
upper class of the time. However, with the 
soaring influx of Chinese ceramics that came 
along with the expansion of trade between 
Japan and China during the Song dynasty, 
the demand for Sanage kiln’s glazed pottery 
decreased. This pushed them to focus on the 
needs of people other than the upper class as 
well, beginning to mass-produce low-priced 
unglazed bowls or dishes. The production 
area started to expand with this change. 
Starting with Sue pottery’s self-supporting 
production method within each district, 
then the production of glazed wares at the 
Sanage kiln, Seto and Tokoname emerged 
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as new production areas that supplied mass-
produced daily necessities such as jars, pots, 
mortars, and more throughout the country. 
In this manner, pottery of medieval Japan 
underwent various changes while receiving 
influences from China, which eventually lead 
up to the establishment of the production 
areas of the Six Ancient Kilns throughout 
Japan.

The continuing legacy of medieval Kabuki

On September 8th, I visited Bisei of Ibara 
city, Okayama, the home town of the 
folklorist Kanzaki Noritake, to see Bitchu 
Kagura (a type of Shinto theatrical dance), 
an Important Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property. I met up with Kanzaki at Kurashiki 
city before heading to the Bitchu province. 
On our way, he told me about the origins of 
Bitchu Kagura. 
“Kagura was originally a ritual performed 
by each medieval village to comfort 
Ubusuna-Kojin (god of the land of one’s 
birthplace). There are two types of Bitchu 
Kagura: the medieval Kagura resembles the 
aforementioned ritual, while the modern 
Kagura has strong theatrical elements. 
Performers wear masks and colorful clothes 
in the case of the latter but in the former, they 
perform without.” 
Unfortunately, when I arrive, the venue 
was changed to a gymnasium of a primary 
school due to the rain (on a clear day, Kagura 
is enjoyed under a starry sky). In spite of 
that, the space was overflowing with the 
excitement of the locals, ranging from senior 
citizens to families with children, who filled 
the venue. It began as I took a seat at the rear 
of the stage. The spectators’ gaze turned to 
the sound of the taiko (drums). 

The medieval-style Bitchu Kagura began 
with the Sakaki dance. Beginning with 
the shrine, all things related to Kagura —
space, things, and people —were cleansed. 
Afterward, the Yakuzashi dance and the 
dances called Byakkai- gyoji and Houhei-
gyouji continued. During the Yakuzashi 
(literally “finger ring”) dance, a taiko 
accompaniment called, “Sanya,” spread 
throughout the gymnasium and during the 
Byakkai- gyoji, as an act to invite the gods 
and pray for their enshrinement, a performer 
manipulated the rope attached to the 
byakkai (a ceiling ornament decorated with 
paper), which hung down from the center of 
the shrine, to the sound of taiko and chants, 
moving it in all directions, quietly at times 
and at times shaking it violently. After the 
Michibiki dance came the Sarudahiko dance, 
where they expelled the evil spirits before the 
god. The first act of the ritual ended with the 
performance of the Ureshiki dance.
Looking at the kabuki, I remembered 
the words of the Shigaraki potter Tani 
Q. Growing up surrounded by medieval 
Shigaraki ware, Tani continues to wonder 
why medieval potters abided by complex 
techniques to make pots. He speculates that 
they intentionally chose to make elaborate 
works of pottery to use as special vessels 
where people can store offerings to the gods. 

Tani’s pots all have a quality of ambiguity 
and gentleness that gives me a different 
impression on different occasions. I feel 
that this too is his intended stylistic choice. 
Those works appeared before my eyes, 
superimposed to the medieval Kagura’s 
tranquility and reverberations. A special 
container to store offerings and a dance to 
comfort the god. It was a day I witnessed the 
legacy of medieval culture living on. 

A culture where people lift dishes to 
mouths

After the New Year’s, in January 2019, the 
exhibition Journey. One thousand  years. 
The Six Ancient Kilns: Where fire, soil, and 
water meet humanity opened at Tamba. In 
the hopes of creating a meeting place for 
the contributors of the Six Ancient Kilns 
and those who are interested in pottery, the 
exhibition was held at Echizen and Bizen in 
2017 and Shigaraki in December 2018. We 
plan to open at Seto and Tokoname next year.
The main exhibition featured an assemblage 
of pottery of the Six Ancient Kilns from the 
medieval period leading up to the present, 
in an attempt to visualize approximately 
thousand years of change. For the medieval 
section, we selected Tokoname yama-
chawan (literally “mountain tea bowl”), 
Seto suichu (fresh-water container), Bizen 
mortar, and Shigaraki big pot; for the 
early modern section, we selected Tamba 
Ukidokkuri (literally “floating sake flask”) 
and Kasadokkuri (literally “umbrella sake 
flask”), Bizen Hotei-tokkuri (a sake flask 
with a low relief of Hotei, a big-bellied god 
of good luck), and Shigaraki kisha-dobin 
(teapots used on trains); for the modern 
section, we selected Seto novelty, Tokoname 
clay pipes; and for the contemporary section, 
we selected a potter from each production 
area of the Six Ancient Kilns to exhibit their 
works and collection together with their 
comments. 
Apart from this, I held a one- day- only 
talk event with the Tamba potter Imanishi 
Masahiko and the ceramist Uchida Koichi, 
who had a solo exhibition at the Museum of 
Ceramic Art, Hyogo around the same period. 

Uchida has traveled to pottery production 
areas all around the world and over 
time, familiarized himself with various 
techniques unique to each region. Having 
such experience, he explained that the 
characteristic of pottery of various 
production areas within Japan is that they 
have evolved out of necessity and boast a 
variety second to none even on a global scale.   
For instance, there are personal chawan (tea 
bowls) or yunomi (teacups) and dishware 
dedicated to specific menus, seasons, or 
ceremonial occasions. People’s preferences 
are diverse and detailed even for a beer 
glass—such as the thickness of its rim 
or whether it is a work of pottery. His 
explanation of the phenomenon made sense: 
“It is the result of our culture of lifting dishes 
to mouths; the culture where the distance 
between dishware and the body is indeed 
very close.” “I remember the surprised 

reactions my acquaintances from abroad had 
when they saw the locals holding up dishes 
containing hot food and blowing on it before 
eating or eating an easily crumbling food, 
such as tofu, with their chopsticks,” Uchida 
said. He speculated that the Japanese custom 
of selecting from a wide variety of dishware 
is the result of our culture of using our bodies 
to feel what we eat. Perhaps one of the main 
factors that contributed to the continuation 
of the Six Ancient Kilns was the Japanese 
people’s remarkable love for pottery and their 
fastidiousness with dishware.

Making progress by way of the techniques 
and influences from China and Korea, the 
Six Ancient Kilns emerged as a Japanese 
prototype. Pottery as a special container to 
store offerings to the gods and pottery as 
dishware for daily meals — they can be seen 
both as a utensil and spirit our predecessors 
have passed down with their significance 
conveyed to us living in the present day. The 
Six Ancient Kilns will continue to remain 
as a representative production area that has 
maintained this tradition. 

Takahashi Koji
 [Product Designer/ The Six Ancient Kilns Japan 
Heritage Creative Director]
Takahashi was born in Oita, in 1980. He graduated 
from Tama Art University in 2004 and designed 
lifestyle products for Muji at Ryohin Keikaku Co., 
Ltd. from 2005 to 2015. Currently, he is based 
in Tokoname city, involving himself in various 
projects centered around product design, while 
serving as the coordinator for the Tokoname City 
Ceramics Industry and Art Promotion Project, 
and from 2017, as the creative director for the Six 
Ancient Kilns Japan Heritage Utilization Council.
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My pottery 

Potters currently active in each production 
area introduce works that have been 
produced to cater to the lifestyle and culture 
of each period since the beginning of the Six 
Ancient Kilns in the late Heian period. 

1   “Shigaraki Higakimon Kotsubo,  
     Muromachi period (15th century) 

Selected by
Tani Q (potter)

This pot was found inside a big pot that was 
excavated at the foundation stone section 
of the ruin of the five- level pagoda of 
Hyakusaiji. Glass beads were found within, 
which suggests its use as a cremation urn. As 
a fellow potter, I can’t help but notice the fine 
craftsmanship successfully expressing the 
aesthetics of yugen (subtly profound grace, 
not obvious) of the Muromachi period. I 
believe the creator intended to leave behind 
a culturally significant item for future 
generations. 

Collection of /photo by the courtesy of 
Hyakusaiji Temple

2    Bizen Mizusasi, Azuchi-Momoyama     
      period (16th century) 

Selected by
Kaneshige Yuho (potter)

The raised rim of the pot was made sturdy 
to maintain a good appearance when used 
without the lid. Perhaps its impression will 
change again once there is water inside. I 
believe it is my job to contemplate what to 
make in the present with the knowledge of 
such detailed techniques. 

3    tokoname mizugame,
      Late Heian period (12th century) 

Selected by
Koie Ryoji (potter) 

While working at the Tokoname Municipal 
Ceramic Art Research Institute in my 20s, 
I set out to mountains and fields night and 
day to examine the soil. I was obsessed with 
the pots and jars dug up from the ancient kiln 
ruins while simultaneously making pottery 
myself and being exposed to the soil of the 
area. Through this hands - on experience, 
I gradually familiarized myself with the 
activities of people who have lived in this 
land a long time ago. This is a pot that came 
into view through a crack in the ground on 
a typhoon season. Everything begins with 
coming into contact with the uncovered land 
within nature. Remember to dig first!

Collection of /photo by the courtesy of Aichi 
Prefectural Ceramic Museum (Originally 

donated by Koie Ryoji)

4    Tamba rakkyoudokkuri, Early Edo 
      period (17th century) 

Selected by
Shimizu Toshihiko (Toshihikogama)

This is a rakkyo-tokkuri boasting a beautiful 
akadobe-yu (red clay glaze) finish. 15 years 
ago, I built a noborigama (chambered 
climbing kiln) together with my then 
pupil at the place I’ve inherited from my 
teacher. A typical climbing kiln at Tamba is 
inclined at an 11-to -12-degree angle but the 
noborigama was built at a 20-degree incline. 
It is believed that this method was first 
introduced to Tamba in the early Edo period, 
allowing potters to fire beautiful works of 
akadobe-yu finish. This is the very rakkyo-
tokkuri that triggered my journey into the 
world of akadobe-yu pottery. 

5    Seto Ash-glazed bottle with fish and 
      wave design(14th century)

Selected by
Kato Kiyoyuki(potter) 

This pot was originally bequeathed to a 
temple in Iwate. According to the legend of 
the temple, it came from Kyoto and was used 
to store the cremated remains of a high priest. 
We were able to identify its origin through 
the identical gyohamon on a fragment of 
pottery I had in my collection, which I had 
excavated from Kayakari ancient kiln ruins 
in Seto. This pot is larger than the typical 
pots of Koseto (old Seto), filled to the brim 
with gyomon (fish design) and seigaihamon 
(semicircular repeated wave design), and 
features an elaborate, high-quality design. 
It’s important to note that fragments of 
pottery inscribed with letters have also been 

excavated at the Kayakari ancient kiln ruins. 
Kayakari ancient kiln is the only kiln out of 
the Koseto kilns where people discovered a 
work of pottery with lettering design. The 
only complaint I have is that this work isn’t 
designated as a National Treasure. 

Collection of Nagoya City Museum

6    Echizen Jar with Two Handles
      Muromachi period (15th century)

Selected by
Reiko Cohen(Cohen kiln)

I had traveled to various pottery production 
areas within Japan with my late husband Ben 
Cohen. Along the way, we came across this 
double ear pot and other simple and sturdy 
pottery created at Echizen, and decided to 
move there. Ben spent his days meditating 
in front of the double ear pot every morning 
before going to his apprenticeship at an 
Echizen ware kiln. There is a message Ben 
became aware of through his life at Echizen: 
“Clay belongs to the earth. I give it shape and 
fire gives it colors and patterns.” 

Collection of Fukui Prefectural Pottery 
Museum 
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The possibility of pottery persisting one 
thousand years 

Hints for the future arising out of the 
reevaluation of the Six Ancient Kilns

Shirotani Kosei (designer)

It was around six years ago when I conducted 
a pottery project, where I was in charge of 
guiding young potters for a year at a county 
in Korea called Buyeo at the request of the 
Korea Cultural Heritage Foundation. The 
theme I had selected for the project was 
“inventing a tradition.” This idea was taken 
from the book The Invention of Tradition 
by the British historian Eric Hobsbawm, 
where he argues that many traditions which 
appear or claim to be old are often quite 
recent in origin and sometimes invented 
and that they were created by intellectuals 
in the modern era who sought to legitimize 
their country’s individuality in the face of 
the homogenization of society resulting 
from the advancement of industrialization. 
Considering the lack of significant 
traditional craft in Buyeo, I thought we 
should try to create together a lasting “new 
traditional craft” that will eventually be 
considered its traditional craft fifty years 
later. Upon extensive research, I realized the 
importance of taking into consideration the 
increasing severity of environmental issues in 
the future, and thus proceeded to prescribe a 
traditional pottery style for the region where 
potters will have to make the most out of the 
soil in the region rather than transporting 
soil from faraway locations, and in order to 
keep the carbon monoxide emission resulting 
from the firing process to the minimum, to 
complete the firing of pottery in one step 
(the so-called yakishime [firing unglazed 
pottery at a very high temperature] method). 
Simultaneously I conducted research not 
only on pottery but also on the ancient 
cultures and lifestyles of this region, such as 
painting and woodworking. I approached 
the question of what style a craft should 
follow in order to persevere, not from the 
perspective of taste but the environment and 
circumstances of the society. Coincidentally, 
the resulting pottery from this process had a 
similar feel with the pottery works of Buyeo 
approximately 1,500 years ago, at a time 
when pottery flourished as the center of its 
culture. Perhaps, before the present day, 
where individuals strive to create pottery 
as works of art, I realized that it might’ve 
been only natural for people to follow the 
kind of pottery making that is rooted in the 
environment and lifestyle of a region. With 
the reevaluation of the Six Ancient Kilns 
as well, I look forward to seeing how each 
production area will reassess their history 
and culture and connect it to the pottery 
making of the future. 

Shirotani Kosei
Shirotani was born in Nagasaki in 1968. He 
moved to Italy in 1991 and worked at a design 
office at Milano. He engaged in several 
handcraft projects with Enzo Mari. In 2002 

he came back to Japan and founded STUDIO 
SHIROTANI in Unzen city, Nagasaki. 
He carries out collaborative works with 
production areas of traditional craft within 
Kyushu, such as Karatsu, Koishiwara, and 
Beppu. Some of his works are stored at the 
National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo. 

The relationship between pottery and 
food

Hiramatsu Yoko (essayist)

People usually say “to serve” food on a dish. 
However, if the piece of dishware were to be 
a work of pottery, I want to use the verb “to 
return.”
Food is cultivated via soil, water, sun, and 
wind; namely, nature. I believe pottery is no 
different. Its constituents are soil and water, 
and its glaze is comprised of trees and fire. 
Moreover, they share a common origin of 
needing the mediation of human hands.
Through the act of eating, they connect back 
together.
Thus, “to return.” 
I didn’t start out thinking this way - I was 
able to see pottery in a different light through 
the visits I made to kilns of various locations 
and deepened my relationships with many 
potters. Kneading clay, turning the pottery 
wheel, laying on a board to dry, applying 
glaze… Witnessing a variety of processes, I 
realized I’ve seen a similar sight somewhere 
else and started to wonder what. I couldn’t 
call it to mind right away but years later, it 
chanced upon me. A person reaping rice, a 
person cultivating the land for farming, a 
person mending a fish net, a person picking 
an unripe plum from the recently grown tree, 
a person who butchers the caught deer or 
wild boar with a single knife. Various hand 
movements by people who handle food came 
into sight before my eyes. 

The thought helped me to not feel the 
unnecessary nervousness when holding a 
work of pottery in my hands - in the end, it’s 
the same as holding a Chinese cabbage, tofu, 
a horse mackerel, or a squid. I realize you 
might think it’s an absurd thing to say, but it 
is the truth. Exerting too much force during 
the pottery making tends to result in a work 
that slants or faces the wrong side when 
placed on a table, which reminds me once 
again that it is made by the human hands. 
The bidirectionality, or affinity, between 
pottery and food links together its creator 
and user. More than 20 years ago, when I 
visited Shussaigama at Izumo city around 
the year-end, the potters were firing a 
noborigama. I still vividly remember the 
sight of people’s sweaty faces dyed in red 
staring intently at the fire inside the kiln.  
A moment when everything was entrusted to 
a vast power unknown to man. 

Hiramatsu Yoko 
Hiramatsu is a writer who specializes in 
the fields of food culture and literature. 
Her books include A Taste You Can’t Buy 
(Chikuma Shobo, 2010) and Soba - The 
World of Standing Soba (Honnozasshisha, 
2018). Her latest book is Unforgettable Taste 
- 27 Chapters About “Eating” (Kodansha, 
2019) 
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1   Tokoname ware 
[ Tokoname, Aichi ]

Tokoname was the largest production area 
of   the Six Ancient Kilns. Products from its 
kilns were transported across Japan. Large-
scale pots and jugs were produced through a 
method called “yakishime” whereby items 
remained unglazed. From the late Edo period, 
an unglazed red Chinese imitation teapot 
was widely produced and continues to be a 
representative product from this area.
 
Tokoname City Environment and 
Economics Department Commerce and 
Tourism Division 
4-1 Shinkai-cho, Tokoname City, Aichi, 
479-8610 Japan
TEL 0569-47-6116 / FAX 0569-35-3939

2   Seto ware
[Seto City, Aichi]

As is evident from the fact that the common 
word for ceramics in Japanese is “setomono,” 
pottery production has been rooted in this area 
of Japan from ancient times. Dating from the 
late Heian era to the Muromachi era, Seto is 
the only area among the Six Ancient Kilns to 
produce glazed pottery known as “koseto.”  
In the late Edo period, various kinds of pottery 
were produced, establishing Seto as one of the 
leading areas producing ceramics in Japan. 

Seto City Regional Promotion Division 
Monodzukuri Promotion Division
64 - 1 Oiwake-cho, Seto City, Aichi, 489-
8701 Japan
TEL 0561-88-2807 / FAX 0561-82-2931

3   Echizen ware 
[Echizen, Fukui]

Among the Six Ancient Kilns, Echizen is 
the only production area that faces the Sea 
of Japan and the climate that accompanies 
the Hokuriku region of Honshu.  Although 
originally called, “Kumadani ware” or “Ota 
ware,” the ceramics scholar Fujio Koyama 
renamed the region’s pottery as Echizen 
ware in 1947. It draws inf luences from 
Tokoname ware, and has a rustic impression 
created by the use of  “yakishime” (high-
fired and unglazed) as well as ash glazes. 

Echizen Town Commerce and Industry 
Tourism Division
Fukui, Nyu-gun, Echizen town, Nishitanaka 
13-5-1, 916-0192
TEL 0778-34-8720 / FAX 0778-34-1236

4   Bizen ware
[Bizen City, Okayama]

Bizen ware came about from the Inbe area 
just as Setouchi City’s production of Sue 
pottery, which began in the 6th century, 
came to an end during the latter half of the 

Heian period. In the Azuchi-Momoyama 
period, tea enthusiasts admired the simple 
yet rustic characteristics of Bizen ware. Its 
unique texture and variation in color that 
was created by not using a glaze.

Bizen City Industry and Tourism Division 
Tourism Promotion Division
126 Higashikatakami, Bizen City, Okayama 
705-0022
TEL 0869-64-1832 / FAX 0869-64-1850

5   Tamba ware
[Tamba Sasayama, Hyogo]

Surrounded by mountains and within close 
proximity of Kyoto and Osaka, Tamba Sasayama 
is still a thriving pottery-making area. Tamba 
ware began production in the late Heian period 
and remained aligned with the demands of the 
times, Tamba potters are never tied to traditional 
techniques, they are flexible, innovative and 
continue to make products that are relevant and 
very much rooted in the lives of the times.

Tamba Sasayama City Agricultural Capital 
Creative Department, Commerce and 
Tourism Department
41 Kitashinmachi,  Building 2, 2nd Floor, 
Tamba Sasayama City, Hyogo, 669-2397, 
Japan
TEL 079-552-6907 / FAX 079-552-2090

6   Shigaraki ware 
[Koka City, Shiga]

Shigaraki is located in the southern part of 
Lake Biwa, surrounded by mountains, rich 
in raw materials. It has also been historically 
known as a transportation hub since ancient 
times. Shigaraki ware is unglazed and fired at a 
high temperature (referred to as “yakishime”). 
Like Bizen ware, it offers a rich variety of 
expressions. From the 19th century, teapots 
and hibachi (a Japanese heating device using 
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charcoal as fuel) were made, and from the mid-
1940s, a variety of products such as tiles and 
architectural materials were produced. 

Koka City Industry and Economy Division 
Commerce and Labor Policy Division 
Commerce and Industry Labor Council
 6053 Minakuchi, Minakuchi-cho, Koka 
City, Shiga, 528-0005, Japan
TEL 0748-69-2188
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